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Seeing that Yun Chujiu still didn’t understand what it meant, the Three-Tailed Fox King cried out 

anxiously. 

 

Di Beiming curled the corners of his mouth. “Little Jiu, I’m afraid that it wants to acknowledge you as its 

master.” 

 

An Feng and the guards looked at Yun Chujiu enviously. Tsk tsk, look at the luck of Miss Jiu! The Flaming 

Three-Tailed Fox was an exotic beast that could grow even stronger! If it could grow six tails, it would be 

an immortal beast!! Imagine if it grew nine! Why did they not encounter such good fortune 

themselves?! 

 

However, they said that exotic beasts were very arrogant? Why did it look like it wanted to acknowledge 

Miss Jiu as its master? 

 

What made them even more confused was that they heard Yun Chujiu say, “You want to acknowledge 

me as your master? I already have two spiritual pets, I don’t want to take in any more.” 

 

When Yun Chujiu said this, she remembered that she still had a small Mighty Elephant in her spirit beast 

bag, so she asked An Feng, “An Feng, where are Ah Da and the others? I have to return the little 

elephant to them.” 

 

“Miss Jiu, Ah Da, and the others are in charge of guarding the front. We will be able to see them in a 

while,” An Feng answered after being stunned for a moment. 

 

An Feng thought to himself, “Miss Jiu, aren’t you missing the main point? We can return the little 

elephant later. This Flaming Three-Tailed Fox is an exotic beast, and this particular one is the Fox King. It 

will surely get stronger in the future, so how can we reject it?!” 

 



The Flaming Three-Tailed Fox King also had a look of disbelief on his face. “I, the dignified Fox King, want 

to acknowledge you as my master. Shouldn’t you be so grateful that tears would flow down your face?” 

 

“You indeed have two spiritual pets, but can an ugly Fire-Spitting Crow and a weak, tailless Stone-eating 

Rat be compared to me?” 

 

When the Fox King saw that Yun Chujiu had walked forward, it did not have any intention of going back 

on its words. It was anxious. Regardless of whether it was a human or a beast, it took an effort to obtain 

the best things in life. Initially, it was still hesitating whether it should acknowledge Yun Chujiu as its 

master, but it had already made up its mind. It would do what it had to so Yun Chujiu became its master! 

 

It howled a few times at the other Flaming Three-Tailed Foxes, indicating that they could leave. Then, it 

chased after Yun Chujiu and the rest. 

 

Yun Chujiu continued chatting and laughing with Di Beiming as if she had not seen him. The Flaming 

Three-Tailed Fox King felt that his pride had suffered a serious blow, but he was unwilling to leave just 

like that. This king did not believe it, I’ll follow you until you accept me! 

 

After walking for about a quarter of an hour, Yun Chujiu saw five Mighty Elephants. 

 

When the Mighty Elephants saw Yun Chujiu, they were so happy that they kept swinging their huge 

trunks. They would have rolled Yun Chujiu up with their trunks and tossed her a few times were they 

were not afraid that Yun Chujiu would not be able to take it. 

 

Yun Chujiu released the baby elephants from the spiritual beast bag. The five Mighty Elephants kept 

stroking the baby elephants with their trunks, just like a human comforting a frightened child. 

 

Yun Chujiu was very grateful to these five Mighty Elephants. If it were not for them, she would have died 

at the hands of the black-clothed men. Also, they had helped her a lot when she killed Zhuo Piaoyu last 

time. 

 



“Ah Da, the red bottle contains blood coagulation pills, and the white bottle contains exploding spirit 

pills. I’ll give them to you. In the future, I’ll often come to the Demon Beast Forest to play with you.” Yun 

Chujiu took out several bottles of Super-grade Blood Coagulation pills and Super-grade Exploding Spirit 

pills and wrapped them up with cloth. She hung them on Ah Da’s tusks. 

 

Ah Da called out a few times gratefully and used his nose to gently touch Yun Chujiu. Then, he led the 

herd of elephants and walked away. 

 

The Flaming Three-Tailed Fox King felt a sour feeling in its heart when it saw this. This little girl was 

amazing. She made the violent Mighty Elephants so docile. No matter what, it had to acknowledge her 

as its master. 

 


